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Presidents’ Column
In response to some of the membership who have questioned why some of our improvement projects take so long I have decided to pick up where I left off in my last column. I will attempt to educate our membership on the realities of running our range today.
First, it must be understood that RSSC is the managing entity for Usery Mountain Shooting
Range. The Range is owned by the Arizona Game and Fish Department. RSSC operates
under a License Agreement that is authored by Game and Fish. In order to continue operations RSSC MUST abide by the requirements in the Agreement or we risk having the
Agreement revoked. If that happened the range would either be closed or taken over directly by Game and Fish. It is the responsibility of the Board to make sure we are meeting the
requirements. The Agreement is for a ten year period and we are currently in the process of
renewing it for another ten year period. The new Agreement is a twelve page document and
it contains additional requirements that are not in the current Agreement. The new requirements primarily involve HAZMAT and Insurance, but the language regarding capital improvements is more clearly defined and more restrictive. Here is an exact quote from Section 9 of the Agreement.
“ The licensee shall not construct any improvement, or alter, repair, move, excavate
or demolish any building, structure, or other improvement to the land, alter the land topography or manipulate, impound, or alter any natural watercourse or water circulation on the
property without first contacting the Department’s Statewide Shooting Range Administrator (SSRA).”
“The Department’s Engineering Section (ES) is charged with providing the oversight required to ensure that capital projects implemented by the Department or its Licensee
on the property complies with federal and state laws, professional design, engineering and
construction practices and comply with standard specifications, applicable building codes,
local ordinances and federal guidelines such as the Americans with Disabilities Act. “
“The SSRA and Licensee are responsible for submitting applicable plans, blue
prints, and reports, for technical review by the Engineering Section (ES). Licensee shall
only employ licensed contractors in good standing with Arizona Registrar of Contractors to
perform work on the property.”
“Based on project type and scope, the ES will determine necessary risk management,
builder’s risk and other required insurance coverages, security, performance and payment
bonding, and quality control measures to ensure compliance with statutory requirements
and Department policy, the costs of which shall be assumed by the Licensee. Project proposals shall also be evaluated by the SSRA to determine if and Environmental Assessment
Checklist is necessary. The SSRA will initiate that process if necessary.”
This is todays reality. Anyone who thinks they could take over and just start doing
whatever they want would put our entire club at risk. Some people may not like the process
but we have no choice. Since my first year as club President 12 years ago I realized the importance of maintaining a good relationship with the Game and Fish Shooting Range Administrator. Three men have filled that position in the last 12 years and we will soon have a
new person in that position. I have had a great relationship with all of these men and it has
paid dividends in the form of grant monies and Engineering expertise for some of our projects, which saved us a lot of money. The current SSRA is Mike Raum and he is moving
into another role at G&F. Making sure that RSSC is abiding by our License
President’s Column continued
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Presidents’ Column continued
Agreement has occupied a large part of my time as President and I have been involved in
meetings with contractors and G&F Engineering on every major project we have completed over the last 10 years. The SSRA can show up for an inspection any time he wants and
we, the Board, pride ourselves on meeting and usually exceeding expectations. By doing
so we have established an element of trust with G&F. Doing anything to violate that trust
would bring everything we do under the microscope and the result could drastically affect
all of us.
In addition to Section 9, outlined above, there are many other aspects of the Agreement.
Safety, General Operations, Insurance, HAZMAT, and hiring practices to name a few. I
am proud to say that Arizona Game and Fish routinely holds up RSSC as a shining example of how a range should be managed. We have on several occasions advised other clubs
on best practices and provided our clubs operational documents as examples to follow.
I understand that the amount of time it takes to complete some projects can be frustrating. I have been working with the SSRA to develop a blanket approval for future projects so that we don’t have to go through the EAC process for every little improvement.
We are making progress on that but do not yet have final approval. I also understand that
everyone wants their particular area of the range to continue to be bigger and better. I ask
for your patience and implore all members to take a positive perspective on what we have
at RSSC. Due to the hard work of many people we have a tremendous facility. I challenge
each of our members to offer solutions to problems. Complaining is easy. Solving problems is a little harder.
Terry Abbott
president@rsscaz.com

Board Meeting
Third Wednesday of
Every Month
You are welcome to attend.
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Thank you from .22 Pistol
Our Troop Donation matches in May and November totaled approximately $4,500
which has enabled our friends who organize/pack an average of 300 boxes sent overseas
this year. One of our recipients is Conrad Begay, who is quite highly decorated with the
Silver Star and the Purple Heart. Another who is receiving boxes is Marc Vasquez, who is
serving his 5th tour. Two Navy Seals Joe and Derrick will be receiving our boxes as well.
In fact, Derrick is distantly related to our
Executive Board member, Jeff Kelly.
Thank you to those who donated individually and to the different BOD Divisions.
At our October 21 match, we invited fellow .22 pistol shooters to wear their favorite team jersey. Pictures are of 3 of the 4
who dressed for the occasion. Johnathan
(not pictured) wore his Philadelphia Eagles
jersey…Fly Eagles Fly.
Starting at the Jan. 22, 2017 match the price
for Members will be $10.00 and the price
for Non-members will be $12.00. Starting
time will still be at 8:00 a.m. Hope to see
you there.
Happy New Year!
Tom Rubel
.22 Pistol Division
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Welcome to Cowboy Fast Draw with the
Rio Salado Vaquero’s !
Howdy All ! Hope you all had a wonderful year and got to go down
some wonderful trails !!!
I know we sure did, our ponies did not get much rest this year again.
Our six guns and holsters got plum wore out from all the FRIENDY GUN
FIGHT’IN WE DID all over the country and at our own corral at Rio. We
hitched up our horses at a lot of different camp fires with some mighty
nice folks and had some real knee slap’in good times.
Now the gun fight’in was something else with a whole bunch of AZ gun
fight’in men, women and kids going to Jack Pot Shoots, State Shoots, Territorial Shoots, National Championship and the Worlds Championship. I
got to tell ya what a job they all did, a mighty fine job indeed !!! They done
brought home more titles I believe than any other state. HEE HAW !!!
Now for our own gun fights here at Rio WOW Talk’in about fierce and
intense competition with a WHOLE LOT OF FUN thrown in what a
GREAT TIME we all had (YOU ALL ARE MISS’IN OUT ON THIS, I’M
TELL’IN). You got to up some gumption grab your hat and boots and come
on out !!!.
Here are some pictures from our last shoot here at Rio. We had 35
gunslingers shoot’in it out to see who was the fastest and most accurate
(you need both to win). Plus some of them were shooting to see who was
the top gun of the year and down to third place in both the Men’s and
Women’s of the Rio Salado Vaquero’s shooters. The names and the
awards will be handed out at our special event Dec. 17th.
Those who have a twitchy hand and fingers and is ich’in to give it a
try, well we have guns, holsters and wax bullets that you can use. The only thing left is YOU !!! So get on your pony and ride on down here, bring
a partner or more it’s OK were wait’in on ya.
The Club Shoots are held on the Second Sat. at 8:00am of each month
(DURING JUNE, JULY AND AUG.) we start sign up’s at 7:00am and start
shooting right after sign up’s are done until about 2:00pm or before. We
also have a Wed. evening practice on the 4th Wed. of the month, starting
about 5pm and when your bullets are gone or your arm says hold it is
when we quit or 9pm which comes first. NOW FOR BOTH THESE
SHOOTS CHECK the Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club Calendar to make sure
nothing has changed due to another activity. Wed. practice is the best
time to come out and get one on one help.
To learn more about the sport of Cowboy Fast Draw, you can visit
the CFDA web site online at www.cowboyfastdraw.com . You’ll find wagon
-loads of info about the sport from rules, events and instructions. You can
Cowboy Fast Draw continued
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Cowboy Fast Draw Continued
also
visit
the
Rio
Salado
Vaquero’s
Web
site
at
www.riosaladovaqueros.com . If you need more you can e-mail Bart Carr
aka Muletrain at muletrain2010@msn.com . Be sure to check out Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club at www.rsscaz.com.
We’ll that’s all for now so see you down the trail and keep those
shoot’in irons in reach. “The Draw” aka Francis Carlos.
The one important thing to remember is what our Motto Says: SAFTEY FIRST, FUN SECOND AND COMPETITION THIRD !!! ESPECIALLY
SAFTEY FIRST.

Next line up of Gunfighters
on the Range to see who’s
the fastest.
Widow Maker on lane1 shooting against
Half Cock Willy on lane 2
Seated to the right Apple Pie hand
Judging Widow Maker

Feisty Filly -done shoo
Arizona Filly-gettin ting
g
to congratulate her ready

Muletrain announcing
& running the timer Kurley Kue is scoring
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Meike Drewell joins the Murray State University Rifle Team.
In Sept. 2009, a couple months shy of her 11th birthday, Meike Drewell registered for
the Junior Division rifle program at Rio Salado having only shot a BB gun once in her life. After her first time shooting at Rio she was hooked. Working hard throughout the year, she
earned her Expert rating by March 2010. When she and her family had to move to Texas, “But
what about shooting?” was one of her first questions. She returned to AZ for longer visits to
her grandmother several times a year up until 2015 and always returned to Rio Salado for more
practice and to receive coaching. Mike Franklin was her Junior Division competition coach
throughout the years.
In Texas she was the only precision shooter in her club who went to competitions and
often had to practice alone. Over the years, she shot in whatever matches she could: NRA outdoor sectionals, 3-Position Air Rifle, and college open invitationals at the local, state, and national levels. Attending camps provided by CMP, USAMU, USA Shooting and WVU were other ways she worked on improving.
Because of Rio Salado junior program, Meike Drewell is now attending Murray State
University in Murray KY. All of this hard work paid off as she was able to realize her dream of
shooting for a NCAA Division I Rifle team. She had a handful of invitations for official visits,
but early on she knew that Murray State would be the best fit for her academically and athletically. She arrived on campus August 12 – thrilled to put on her first custom competition suit
and shoot in a beautiful range. Even more exciting for her was to be a part of a team again….
She had had a taste of it at Rio Salado but sorely missed it in Texas.
A couple of her recent accomplishments are: qualifying for National Junior Olympic
Championships in 2012, 14 and 16, 4th in nation in Junior category at NRA Sectional All Standing 2016 and received NRA 100 club past two years. Meike took 2 nd place at the 2015 CMP 3Position Air National Championships . Her personal records are: 578 3-Position Smallbore
50ft., 394/400 and 586/600 10m Standing Air Rifle, and 592/600 in 3-Position Air Rifle.
The junior program at Rio Salado changed Meike’s life. It gave her dream and the tools to realize that dream. Thank you Rio Salado! Now… the sights are on NCAA Championship, World
Cups and the Olympics!!!
Rio Salado – October 2009 (a month into shooting)

Air Rifle – Spring 2010

Meike, in middle at 2015 CMP
National Championship, Finals,
won 2nd place.

August 2016 – in her
Murray State suit
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Shotgun Notes
"Welcome back " to our winter visitor friends! Glad you came to see us.
It seems like Winter to me. I know "cold" and I don't like it. I usually have
two jackets on in the early morning, one on by 10AM and just a t-shirt by 1PM
then layer up again as the sun starts to head west. The non-native species are
easy to spot as they wear t-shirts and shorts no matter what the temp. They don't
know "cold".
Another year nearly done and still so much to do. It has been another
great year at Rio. We have thrown lots of targets, every event held has been successful, no one has gotten hurt, and I see lots of smiling faces coming and going
on the shotgun range. Life is good.
I would like to close out 2016 by once again thanking all the shooters for
being safe, for treating Rio like it belongs to them, for bringing out friends and family members to experience our great facility, and for making the shooting sports an
honorable pastime. Thanks to all the shotgun range employees for all their hard
work and dedication. None of these good things happen by accident. Thanks to
the RSSC office staff and our multi-skilled maintenance crew of two. Thanks to
the RSSC board and officers for their commitment and many hours of non-paid
labor expended to manage this club that has become a big business. What a
great place to work when we all work together. How much better can it become?
let's all stick around and see.
Please, have a safe and wonderful Holiday season with friends and family. Next year shoot more, shoot more often.
Your sweet lovable target setter - Jim
Jim
shotgun@rsscaz.com
*****************************************************

HerHandgun
HerHandgun has been busy guiding our ladies
to success in matches around the state! Ashley is our
latest winner with a first place in her class. The
Match was held in Havasu in November. Congrats
Ashley!!
Our Pledge goes beyond teaching women to
shoot safely. We enjoy supporting them in their
shooting successes as well.
Classes and practices held monthly.
Debbie Keehart & Kippi Leatham
HerHandgun.com
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Velo Dog
In the 1880’s and 90’s many people used bicycles for transportation especially in Europe. In addition, during that period, many people owned dogs but
they were not restrained as they are today. The problem was bicycles were a favorite target for aggressive
dogs which can injure a bicyclist. One solution was to
carry a handgun to protect you from vicious dogs. Keep
in mind that there were few if any laws that prohibited
someone from carrying a firearm. Imagine going down
the streets of London or Paris carrying a handgun today.
For bicyclists who did not want to seriously injure a
dog, pepper shot and very small shot loads were available for
the Velo Dog. In truth, the regular load for the 22 Velo Dog
was a 45 grain jacketed bullet rated at 650 FPS and about 45 FT
LBS. of energy so it is an anemic load. It would be difficult to
seriously injure or kill a large dog with this load. Many years
ago, Remington made ammo for the Velo Dog and until fairly
recently Fiocchi produced it.
Charles Francois Galand made guns from 1868, when he
brought out a 12 mm, to 1900 upon his death. His son Rene
took over and the firm was in business until 1942. In 1894 the
Galand Firm brought out the Velo Dog revolver as a 6 shot 22
caliber gun
Some of the features were a folding trigger with a hidden hammer which makes it easier to carry on a bicycle. That
way it can be readily removed from a pocket without worrying
about snagging. It is a double action only. A loading gate is
used to load or unload the gun. The cylinder doesn’t swing out so ammo have to be unloaded
by poking them out one at a time.
Loading for the Velo Dog proved to be quite a challenge. 22 Hornet brass is the parent
case but it has to be swaged at the bottom as the Velo Dog is a straight cartridge closely resembling a 22 rim fire mag. I took a 22 Hornet die, which I shortened so I could size the neck
properly. Once that was done I chamfered case and used a shortened 22 Hornet seating die to
seat the bullets. Due to the age I used caution in working up a load. The load I used is close to
the published factory ballistics.
You could possibly get the correct loading dies but I imagine they will cost a lot plus
you might have to wait months to get them. Shooting the Green Dot load showed a couple of
things. It was about as warm as I wanted it as the gun isn’t real strong In addition in deference
to the gun’s age I didn’t shoot it a lot. It was fired about 60 times, which was plenty to get the
info needed. It is just another fascinating piece of history.
LOAD
BULLET
VELOCITY
COMMENT
1.5 grains
Green Dot 45 grain RN-HP 598.7
consistent
Bob Shell
Historian
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Those Who Have Left the Range
We Will Miss You
Bob Bzdok
2016
Georgianna Warren
2016

